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Ofrenda/Offering

Ancestors

Permission to speak

Invitation to channel 
your own 
intergenerational 
wisdom
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www.HomiesEmpowerment.CO



Our stories…



Road Map

Intergenerational Wisdom

Our Sheroes

An Intergenerational Letter

The Generations Speak –A spirit read



What do you see/hear that relates to intergenerational wisdom?
Where do you draw connections between Pinay/Pilipino culture and your own?



On the chat

What did you see and hear that relates to 
intergenerational wisdom? 
Where do you draw connections 
between Pinay/Pilipino culture and 
your own?





Victoria
to
Socorro
to
Martha
to 
Me



Intergenerational Wisdom still there
“There, There”

“ We are the memories we don’t remember,
which live in us,

which we feel,
which make us sing and dance and pray the way we do, 
feelings from memories that flare and bloom unexpectedly in 
our lives like blood through a blanket from a wound made by a 
bullet 
fired by a man shooting us in the back for our hair,
for our heads,  for a bounty, or just to get rid of  us.” 

p. 1



We have to 
write
right



Think about an elder and their 
wisdom

Grandma/Abuela
Elder

Teacher/Mentor
Leader
Shero





Recalling 
Intergenerational 

Wisdom
Journal Moment

Recall a time when you brought up a 
memory/dicho (saying)/wisdom/quote                 
to help yourself or someone else.

What was it?

What context did that help you or someone 
else?

As you look back, where did it come from?



Share your dicho/quote on the chat.

Collect as may as you can.

Re-braiding Our Wisdom through Dichos

Dicho/Root

Dicho/Root
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Homies Empowerment/XITO

Dicho/Root

Write down 7 dichos and where/whom do they come 
from!

.



Road Map
Intergenerational Wisdom

Our Sheroes
An Intergenerational Letter
The Generations Speak –A spirit read



Mirrors, Windows and 
Sliding Doors

Strategy for reclaiming Intergenerational Wisdom





The words we carry

Carrying 5 words











Who are we before “conquest”?



Re-rooting as healing from root shock



California, Texas,
Arizona, Nevada, Oregón
Utah, “Nuevo Mexico”

2 Grandmothers ago

@Teolol

What if what’s illegal is 
the US not honoring its own 
treaties?

Re-rooting as healing from root shock



Rootstraps



Re-membering as healing



History as healing



Re-member: 
Harriet Tubman

Organizing:
The Underground 

Railroad



Madiba:



What would an elder say to us 
about balance?

“Ashamed that I got busy with 
politics that I forgot the people 
that were kind to me (family).”

-Nelson Mandela (Madiba)



Release to not implode, to breathe, to share 
what has been passed on to you

When writing (righting) 
finally matters!



See the invisible 21 foot ladder,
not just the 20 foot fence.



Road Map

Intergenerational Wisdom
Our Sheroes

An Intergenerational 
Letter
The Generations Speak –A spirit read
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The ancestors are offering advice, 
strength, lessons, and they know 

your assets and fears!
They know the core of you. Please 

begin with; 

Dear _____,

Please take a few minutes and have 
an elder/ancestor, some who gives 

you hope, write to you in these times.



Road Map

Intergenerational Wisdom
Our Sheroes
An Intergenerational Letter

The Generations 
Speak –A Spirit Read



Dr. César A. Cruz
510-776-3740

Cesar_Cruz@mail.harvard.edu



Facebook.com/mentalhealthamerica
Twitter.com/mentalhealtham
Youtube.com/mentalhealthamerica

Contact Us Mental Health America
500 Montgomery Street
Suite 820
Alexandria, VA 22314
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For a certificate of attendance 
email mhalpern@mhanational.org


